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Sherrill, City Of And Sherrill Police
Benevolent Assn IL POLICE BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION
. FICE BOX 252
.:7J..u';'J.'\..n.J.L~, NEW YORK 13461
~
CONTRACT
WITH
HV~ PIIBUC EMPLOYMENT RElATIONS BOARD
nr=~I;I"ED
THE CITY OF SHERRILL
;j;/f~ - /.2/31 /9/ AUG 3 0 1999
CONCiliATION
Made this 21st day of July 1999, by and between the City of Sherrill, New York, by
it's Mayor; the Chief Executive Officer, Hereinafter referred to as the Employer, and the
Sherrill PoHce Benevolent Association, Hereinafter referred to as the P.B.A..
Any provision of this agreement requiring legislative action to pennit it's implementation
by Amendrnent of Law or by providing the additional therefor, shall become effective,
not until, the appropriate body has given approval.
.:)
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The Employer hereby r~cognizes the P.B.A. as the exclusive employee organization
representing the full time permanent employees of the Sherrill Police Department, other
than the Chief of Police and/or the Acting Chief of Police of the Sherrill Police
Department, for the purpose of negotiating rates of pay and other terms and conditions of
employment with the City during the term of this agreement.
KE PLE E
The P..B.A. affirms that it does not assert the right to strike against it's Employer, nor to
assist or participate in any such strike, or impose an obligation upon it's members to
conduct, assist or participate in such strike.
A "Grievance" shall mean a complaint by an employee or employees in the negotiating
.
'
unit that there has been, as to him/them, a violation, misrepresentation or inequitable
application of any of the provisions oftrus agreement.
STEP 1 - The employee shall present and discuss the grievance with the Chief of the
Department within three (3) working days of the alleged grievance, or of the employee's
knowledge of the alleged grievance.
STEP 2 - If the grievance is not resolved informally in STEP 1, the employee may
submit the grievance in writing to the Chief of the Department, with seven (7) working
days after the informal presentation under STEP 1. Such writing shall state the facts
alleged to constitute the grievance, the provisions of the grievance claimed to have been
violated, misinterpreted or inequitably applied, the remedy requested, and shall be signed
and dated by the employee. The Chief shall advise the employee, in writing, of his
decision within seven (7) working days after its receipt by him.
Conferences under STEP 1 and STEP 2 may be held during non-working hours of the
employee, at the discretion of the Chief of the Department.
STEP 3 - If the grievance is not resolved in STEP 2, then the aggrieved employee, or his
representative, may refer the matter, within ten (10) working day~ to the City Manager,
who shall hear the employee and/or his representative, and such other witnesses as may
be helpful in arriving at his determination, which he shall make in writing within ten (10)
working days after the completion of the hearing.
) ,.
STEP 4 -If the grievance is not resolved in the steps previously specified, and arises
out of a claim violation, misrepresentation or inequitable application of one of the
foIlo\\ting enumerated clauses or provisions of this agreement, to wit; sections 4 through
28, inclusive. Then the aggrieved employee, with ten (10) working days after the written
determination of the CitYManager is submitted, may submit his grievance to a board of
arbitration. Such board shaH consist of one member selected by the Employer, and one
member selected by the P.B.A., and a third impartial member selected by both the
Employer and the P.B.A., subject to the provisions of Article 75 of the Civil Practice
Laws and Rules, the decision of the arbitrators shall be made by majority vote and shall
become binding upon the parties of the proceeding. The cost of the arbitration shall be
shared equally by the Employer and the P.B.A. (or the member, if not a member of the
P.B.A. ):'
No arbitrator functioning under this step of the grievance procedure shall have any power
to alter, amend, modify, delete or change, in any manner, any provision of this
agreement. The determination of whether an alleged grievance is subject to arbitration
shan not be made by the arbitrators, but shall be determined in a proceeding under
Article 75 of the Civil Practice Law and Rules. The arbitrator shall have only the power
to interpret what the parties to the agreement intended by specific clause in the
agreement which is at issue.
The term "Grievance" shall not apply to any matter as to which a method of review is
prescribed by law, rule or regulation of the State of New York, such as a disciplinary
proceeding under the Civil Service Law.
The failure to assert or appeal a grievance within the times specified above, shall be
deemed an abandonment thereof.
The aggrieved employee may be accompanied and represented by a spokesman of his
selection at any step of the grievance procedure above provided.
In addition to the initial furnishing of uniforms and required equipment to a new Police
Officer, the City will pay a subsequent annual uniform equipment allowance of $500.00
to each full time Police officer, upon permanent appointment, for needed replacements of
the items: uniform pants, shirts (long & short sleeve), black pant belt, gun belt, bullet
holders, belt keepers, holster, handcuffs, handcuff case, uniform hat, nightstick and
holder, ties, gloves, boots, gray socks (5 pair), and sunglasses. Payment to be made in two
(2) disbursements to members; $250.00 in January and $250.00 irl June. The Chief of
PoUce shall, from time to time, inspect the Officer's uniforms and equipment to assure
the City that an Officer's uniform and equipment have not deteriorated to a state that
disgraces the City or the Police Department.
jThe City shall pay for eyeglasses, dentures, watches, clothing and other job related
personal property of the'"Officer damaged or destroyed while engaged in the performance
of his assigned duties, providing such loss is accidental and casually related to the
performance of such duties and not as a result of an employee's neglect of carelessness.
Such payment shall be made after the furnishing of proof, acceptable to the Chief of
Police and shall not exceed a maximum of $250.00 to anyone employee for any loss
arising out of the same occurrence. Damage shall be paid at the amount of the current
market value.
In addition to the uniform allowance, each full time employee shall be permitted to
expend up to $400.00 per year for Dry Cleaning of uniform shirts, pants and coats. The
allowance shall be paid directly to the Dry Cleaner, based on a monthly billing
identifying the Officer and his uniform components cleaned during the billing period.
The City Manager shall select the Dry Cleaner to perform such services.
A.) The City shall pay the full premium of both the employee and dependent (spouse and
ullinarried children under eighteen residing with employee) health insurance coverage
under the present plan, or substantially equivalent plan as the City may select. (See
current policy attached.)
B.) Employees hires on or after January 1, 1992 shall pay a maximum of$250.00 toward
their insurance premium, annually, as specified above.
C.) Upon the death of an active member covered under the health insurance plan, his or
her unremarried spouse shall continue to receive the insurance coverage at the costs
specified by this section.
.
D.) Health Insurance after retirement:
For Police Officers the payment of health insurance premiums shall be made on behalf of
an employee who is retired and is collecting a New York State Retirement allowance or
is receiving an Ordinary/Accidental Disability Retirement allowance and is not employed
.)
where similar health insurance is available to himlher without additional cost, except that
when such employment terminates, hislher rights shall be reinstated. Premiums are to be
paid during the life of the retired employee or his/her spouse upon employees death, but
only until he/she remarries or dies.
.
~No member shall be ordered or asked to submit to a Polygraph (Lie Detector) test for any
reason. Such test may be given if requested by the member.
"No member will be ordered or asked to submit to a blood test, Breathalyzer test or any
other test to determine the percentage of alcohol in the blood, for any reason, except as
may be provided otherwise by specific, statutory law. Such tests may be given if
requested by the member.
STEP NUMBER 1998 SALARY 1999 SALARY
TRAINING RAIE
ONE
TWO
THREE
FOUR
FIVE
SIX
SEVEN
EIGHT
NINE
$ 27,649.75
$ 29,605.48
$ 30,278.67
$ 30,954.24
$ 31,628.63
$ 32,303.01
$ 32,977.39
$ 33,651. 78
$ 34,326.18
$ 35,000.54
. $ 28,755.74
$ 30,789.70
$ 31,489.82
$ 32,192.41
$ 32,893.78
$ 33,595.13
$ 34,296.49
$ 34,997.85
$ 35,699.23
$ 36,400.56
All salaries and incremental steps shall commence on January 1st and end on December
31st of the year. The employee is advanced one step each year.
Sergeant Salary -An additional $1500.00 shall be added to an employee's step who
holds the position of Sergeant.
Shift Differential - Shift differential shall be paid at the rates indicated:
1998 (2nd Shift) 3pm to 11pm
1998 (3rd Shift) 11pm to 7am
1999 (2nd Shift) 3pm to 11pm
1999 (3rd Shift) 11pm to 7am
$0.40
$0.50
$0.50
$0.60
per hour for all hours worked.
per hour for all hours worked.
per hour for all hours worked.
per hour for all hours worked.
If an employee is employed on or before June 30 of the calendar year, the employee shall
be placed at Step One of the incremental steps and advanced to Step T\vo as of January
1st of the next year. An employee employed on or after July 1st of the calendar year,
shall remain at Step One until the employee reaches the 2nd January 1st of his
employment, at which time he shall be moved to Step Two of the salary scale.
"",
SECTION 8A - LONGEVITY
Longevity will be added to an employee's base salary for the purpose of calculating pay,
upon his anniversary date, at the following rates:
..
l22..8. l222.
After 5 years of service $ 500.00 $ 650.00
After 10 years of service $ 750.00 $ 900.00
After 15 years of service $ 1000.00 $ 1150.00
and each year thereafter until;
and each year thereafter until~
and each year thereafter.
When an employee has completed an eight hour tour of duty during the previous twenty-
four hours and has departed from the Police Station and is called back to work, or is
called into work on his regular day off, he shall work and be paid at the applicable
overtime rate, for a minimum of four (4) hours. Working for up to an hour immediately
before or after a regular shift shall not be deemed call back, but shall be paid at his
applicable overtime rate.
An employee called back to duty for the purpose of administering a breathalyzer test for a
suspected DWI driver, shall be paid at his applicable overtime rate for a minimum of two
(2) hours.
Employees required to be "On Call" or on "Stand-By" shall be paid at a rate of one fifth
(115) their hourly rate for all hours so designated. Employees "On Call" or on "Stand-By"
will be required to report for duty within thirty (30) minutes of notification of a telephone
message to their home or other designated telephone number. Employees "On Call" or on
"Stand-By" that are required to report for duty will then be considered on "Call Back".
,)
j.
Employees shall be allowed Holidays as follows:
1. Ne\v Years Day"
2. Washington's Birthday
3. Easter Sunday
4. Memorial Day
5. Independence Day
6. Labor Day
7. Veterans Day
8. Columbus Day
9. Thanksgiving Day
10. Christmas Dav
11. Floating Holiday -taken
upon mutual agreement
Employees who are scheduled to work a Holiday shall be paid at a rate of double time
and one half (2 1/2) his applicable rate for that Holiday. Employees who are not
scheduled to work a Holiday, which would be his scheduled day off, will be paid at a rate
of straight time his applicable rate for said Holiday.
For the following to apply, the employee must have approval of the Chief of Police,
at least seven (7) days prior to the Holiday:
. An employee scheduled to work a Holiday, may take in lieu of Holiday pay at double
time and one half (2 1/2), the Holiday otT, or if not that day, another day off within that
work week, at straight time pay at his applicable rate for that day specified. Holidays that
fall on the employees regular scheduled day off, may take in lieu of straight time pay for
that day, a different day off within the same work week, at straight time pay his
applicable rate for that day.
A) An employee covered by this agreement, contracting or incurring any sickness or
disability not connected to his employment, which renders such employee unable to
substantially perform the duties of his employment, shall receive sick leave with pay, at
the rate of twelve (12) days per year of employment, providing he has been employed for
at least three (3) consecutive months, by the City. Such sick leave may be accumulated to
a maximum of one hundred and sixty (160) days.
B) To be eligible for paid sick leave, an employee shall notify the Department head as
far in advance of the beginning of his next work shift as circumstances permit. If ill for a
period of more than three (3) consecutive days, he shall supply the City with a doctor's
certificate substantiating such illness in order to be paid thereof
...
j'
(Section 11 cantin ued)
~/
C) Sick leave shall not be paid unless;
1.) The employee notifies the employer as prescribed, and
2.) His illness or disability confines him to his residence, other than visits to his
physicians office or a medical certificate must be furnished by or on behalf of
: the City during extended illness or disability.
D) An employee who's records indicate continual consumption of sick leave credits,
may be required to take a physical examination at the City's expense. The City shall take
such corrective steps as may be deemed necessary in individual cases, including where
warranted, the suspension or discharge of an employee abusing the privilege, subject to
applicable provisions of the Civil Service Laws.
E) Where an employee's illness or injury is covered by Workmen's Compensation or
other fonn of "Insurance" provided by the City or other employer, at no cost to the
employee, the employee must claim such other benefits first.
F) An employee who has notified his employer that he cannot report to work his
assigned shift, shall be responsible to notify his employer within two (2) hours of his next
scheduled work shift, whether or not he will be in for duty, The employer will not contact
the employee.
Employees unable to perform their duties due to a work related accident or injury, will be
paid at his regular rate of pay, based on a forty (40) hour work week, for a period of six
(6) months. At this time, extensive re-evaluation of the injury and work capabilities will
be done in cooperation with Workers Compensation. The aforementioned time will not
be deducted from the employees sick leave or vacation accrual in the event Workers
Compensation benefits are received by the employee, such amounts shaH be turned over
to the City. If it is determined that the employee can not perform his duties for the
foreseeable future, the employee will go on permanent disability, subject to workers
cornpensation and/or Social Security Rules. The onJy payment then, the employee shall
receive, will be from Workers Compensation and/or Social Security.
)-
Requirements for eligibility to receive the educational bonus, rates and restrictions on
disbursements are as fo11o\\.'s:
Completion of a two (25year program and has been award an Associate Degree in
Criminal Justice, or who gives proof of completing sixty credit hours in Criminal Justice
from an approved College or University:
$300.00
Upon receipt of a four (4) year, Bachelor of Science Degree in Criminal Justice:
$500.00
Disbursement of the Educational Bonus shall be payable between January 1st and
February 1st of each year. Employees meeting these requirements after February 1st will
not receive the bonus disbursement until the following year.
The employer shall provide, on an individual basis, pay up to one hundred percent
(1000/0)of the cost of tuition and books for the courses completed at an approved
institution of higher learning or vocational instruction by the employee. The course must
be job related and have prior certification from the City Manager. The employee must
maintain at least a "C" average to be eligible for this benefit.
Permanent appointed employees, after one year service, shall be permitted personal leave
days not exceeding three (3) days in anyone calendar year. Except for emergency
situations, arrangements for personal leave shall be made by the employee with the..
Department Head forty-eight (48) hours prior to taking such leave and shall not be taken
for less than two (2) consecutive hours. Personal leave is not to be taken as additional
vacation time and only for the following reasons:
A) Personal business of an urgent nature which can not be transacted outside regular
business hours, this may include professional appointments and other business
matters of a compelling nature which can not be attended to outside regular
employment hours, or~
B) ..)Other matters which may be of a personal nature which the employee need not
have to explain as to the nature of the business or other matters.
'.
A) In the event of a death in the immediate family of the employee, consisting of a~
spouse, parent, step-parent, child, sister, brother, grandparent, father-in-law,
mother-in-law, employees shall be granted up to three (3) days leave of absence with pay
for the days he would have otherwise worked, to make household adjustments or arrange
or attend funeral services until the day of the funeral. The Department Head may grant,
should there be any extenuating circumstances, which in his opinion warrant such an
extension, providing the employee makes a written request for said extension. Said
extension may be up to five (5) days total.
B) An employee shall be entitled to one (1) day leave in the event of the death of an
aunt, uncle, niece, nephew, brother-in-law, sister-in-law, or to act as a pall bearer for a
funeral of a fellow employee.
C) Pay shall be based on the regular day's pay at the straight time"rate.
D) In the even the employee is on vacation when the death in the immediate family
occurs, vacation credits will not be charged against the employee for the funeral days to
which he is entitled.
E) Proof for the above shall be given to the employer when requested.
Full time pennanent employees will be covered by the twenty (20) year, one half (1/2)
pay, retirement plan as in Section #384d of the State of New York Policeman's and
Fireman's Retirement System.
Employees wi]] be paid at a rate of time and one half (1 1/2» of their hourly rate for
hours worked in excess of eight (8) hours per day.
For the purpose of detennining straight time and overtime, the~
STANDARD WORK WEEK shall be forty (40) hours from Sunday to Saturday, and the;
STANDARD WORK DAY shall be eight (8) hours, and the;
STANDARD WORK SHIFTS are: A - Line or 11pm to 7am
B - Line or 7am to 3pm
C -Line or 3pm to)llpm
Equalization of overtime will be accomplished by use of a roster.
Seniority shall be detennined by date of permanent appointment. Where benefits in this
contract are based on length of service, such service shall be calculated from the date of
initial appointment, Badge numbers shall be assigned according to seniority.
For eacl:1scheduled standard shift of eight (8) hours of work, the full time employee shall
be allowed an overlap of shift, one quarter (1/4) hour before and one quarter (1/4) hour
after the scheduled shift, to be paid to the employee at his overtime rate.
~ 22 -
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All job assignments will be posted five (5) working days prior to filling a position,
allowing pennanent employees to bid on same. In making assi,gnments, seniority and
qualifications must be considered.
The City shall pay the costs of all meals and travel expenses, lodging and gasoline, when
an employee is directed to attend a school of a special nature to improve to effectiveness
of the Officer and the Department. Said schools, conferences and seminars must be
mandated by law or the employee must be directed by the Department Head to attend
said school, conference or seminar.
Above expenses to be paid for the schools, conferences or seminars \vhich, due to their
distance from the Department, can not be reasonably commuted to by the employee.
Travel in excess of one hundred (100) miles of Sherrill, is to be considered excessive and
warrants overnight lodging. Travel time shall be paid to the employee at his overtime rate
if the attendance and travel exceed eight (8) hours.
To be reimbursed for expenses, the employee shall obtain from the City Manager, an
approved reimbursement form prior to leaving or attending said school, conference or
. ~
semInar.
SECTION 28A - .ITJRYDUTY
An employee who is required to serve on Jury Duty will receive his applicable rate of pay
(shift differential not applicable) for said duty and any associated payments received by
the employee for such duty shall be turned over to the employer. To qualify for payment
"v'hileon Jury Duty, the employee must present proof of the Jury service to the Chief of
Police, or his designee, as soon as reasonably possible.
When any Officer is under investigation or subjected to interrogation by his Commanding
Officer, or any other member of the Pol ice Department which could lead to punitive
action; such interrogation shall be conducted under the following conditions;
(for the purpose of this article, punitive actions are defined as any actions which may
lead to dismissal, demotion, suspension, reduction of salary, written reprimand or
transfer for the purpose of punishment)
A Police Officer who is under investigation must be informed of the Officer in Charge of
the investigation and the names of the Officers who will be conducting the interrogation.
An Officer must be informed of the nature of the investigation before any interrogation
commences. The information must be sufficient to reasonably inform the Officer of the
nature of the investigation. The length of an internal interrogation must be reasonable,
with rest periods called periodically for reasonable necessities, meals, telephone calls and
rest.
A Police Officer will not be threatened with transfer, dismissal or other disciplinary
action as a means of obtaining infonnation concerning the incidents under investigation.
An Officer will not be subjected to abusive language, or promised a reward as an
inducement to answer questions.
A Police Officer under investigation must have the right to counselor the right to have a
representative of his Police Organization with him during an interrogation.
Any interrogation of a Polite Officer, for a disciplinary violation, must be recorded
mechanically or by stenographer, whenever reasonably available, and there will be no
"off the record" questions put to him.
No Police Officer will be required to \vaive any constitutional rights granted him under
the United States or State of New York Constitutions.
.:)
Nothing contained in this section shall be deemed to apply to any inquiry into the
conduct of any employee if such conduct constitutes a criminal offense under the laws of
the United States or the State of Ne\v York.
SEC~E~~GE ALLOWANCE
A travel allowance shall be paid to the employee. Said rate shall be that fixed by the City
for each mile traveled, using the Police Department for calculating beginning and ending
miles traveled in the event the employee is required to use his privately owned vehicle
for work related Official Business.
EE
A Safety Committee consisting of two representatives of the Employer and two
representatives of the P.B.A. is hereby established. The Safety Committee shall meet at
least t\vice a year to examine or discuss the safety aspects of the Police equipment and
make recommendations for changes to the City Commission and City Mayor. Committee
time and input will be done on a voluntary basis of the employee.
An employee will be given written notice of any additions or deletions to his
Departmental File from his Superior Officer. An employee Inay revie\v his file in the
presence of the Chief of Police, or his designee, at a mutually agreed upon time.
The P.B.A. and City agree that the City will deduct from each employee's pay, two
dollars ($2.00) weekly: At the end of each month, the City will present the P.B.A.
President with a check payable to the P.B.A. so the check can be deposited into the
P.B.A. bank account. .
A) In the event of an employee's death, the City shall pay to his estate, any and all
accumulated vacation time, at his appropriate rate.
,)
B) Any employee scheduled to take a Departmental Promotional Examination and is
scheduled to work a 3pm to 11pm or 11pm to 7am shift immediately preceding the
exam, will receive the shift off with pay.
Duration of this agreement shall become effective on January 1, 1998 at 00:01 A.M. and
shall tenninate on December 31, 1999 at 12:00 midnight.
~
If any section, sub-section, clause, phrase or portion of this agreement, is for any reason,
held invalid or unconstitutional by any court of competent jurisdiction, such portion shall
be deemed separate, distinct and independent provision and such holding shall not effect
the validity of the remaining portions thereof
If a new agreement has not been signed by midnight, December 31, 1999, the parties
agree that all mandatory terms, provisions and benefits of this agreement shall remain in
effect until;
A.) A new agreement has been signed, or
B.) As designated by law.
In witness thereof, the parties hereto have caused this agreement to be executed each by
it's duly authorized representatives an this 21st day of July, Nineteen Hundred and
Ninety Nine. .
52; t L£:-
~t Evans
Mayor
City of Sherrill
II <J
Jam s Hastings
President
Sherrill Police Benevolent Association
,.)
Attachments: Medical, Dental, Optical Insurance Policy
Interest Arbitration Decision (1998-1999)
State of New York
Public Employment Relations Board
Case #IA98-01; M98-007
~
In the Matter of Interest Arbitration
Between
Sherrill Police Benevolent A~sociation
Employee Organi4ation, Petitioner
~d
City of Sherrill
Employer, Respo~n~~t
Panel of Arbitrators
Mark D. Karper, Chairman
Dwight Evans, Mayor
City of Sherrill
Edward Guzdek, President
Police Conference of New York
Hearing Date: December l, 1998
Decision Date: February 23, 1999
..'
Introduction
"This an interest arbitrat~ between the City of Sherill and
the Sherill PBA, NYS PERB Case # IA98-016. The appointed Panel
Members were Dr. Mark Karper {Public), Mr. Dwight Evans (City)
and Mr. Edward Guzdek (Police). The City was represented by Mr.
Dennis McDermott. The PBA was represented by Mr. Edward J ~
Fennell. There was a hearing on December IJ 199~ where both
sides presented written briefs followed by written exhibits as
well as qral testimony. The hearing was concluded on that day
but both sides requested additional time to present
clarifications and provide additional evidence. The panel
subsequently met on January 8. 1999 where the total award was
agreed to by all the members but it must be noted that despite
the general approval of the total award both City- and Union
representatives took exception .toparts of the award. All the
parties are to be commended for their cooperation and assistance
in this difficult and time consuming process.
The award that.follows. dpr!l ~ wi.th eight. open.. ; ~~11P~ Some.
of these issues have more than one part. Although the there were
originally eleven issues, the advocates indicated that they had
reached agreement on the open issues of jury duty {section lSA),
sick leave (Section 11), and seniority {section 14A}. As a
result the explicit wording these three issues will not be
included in the award with the understanding that the language be
adopted as agreed by the parties. By mutual request of the
parties, this award will be a two year extension of the current
agreement.
Issue #'1
Hospitalization (Section 6)
Background
This demand by the PBA asked that the City extend paid
hospitalization to retired police officers and their dependents
at the same level of payment as for current employees. The City
objected to this provision stating the retirement plan for police
officers could allow them to 'retire well before age 55 and would
force the City to pay for their health benefIts while' they were
not truly retired since they would normally be working full time
at another employer. Both sides also presented arguments about
comparability as to whether this benefit is extended to similar
departments. S.eeexhibit #4.
Decision
1
The divided panel concluded that the €Xtension of paid
health insurance to rptired employees was a crucial to a valid
retirement plan but recognized the City's valid objections to a
retired police officer forgoing access to paid health i~suranc€
at another full time employer given that they already receive
this benefit. As regult it adopted the following language to
prevent that from happening but allowing retired officers access
to paid health insur~e.
Award
Section 6D
Health Insurance After Retirement
For police officers the payment of health insurance premiums
shall be made on behalf of an employee who is retired and is
collecting a New York state Retirement allowance or is receiving
and Ordinary/Accidental Disability Retirement allowance and is
not employed where similar health insurance is available to
him/her without additional..cas.t,. except that. when s.u.ch emp~oyment
terminates, his/her rights shall be reinstated. Premiums are to
be paid during the life of the retired employee or his or her
spouse upon employees death, but only until he/she remarries or
dies. .
Item #2 Salaries Section #8
Background
Although the salary award is for four separate issue£~ the
package must be viewed as a whole. The panel discussed the cost
of the entire package and compared its total cost Qf settlement
with total settlements in surrounding communities. Although each
of the four separate issues makes reference to a different
appendix, this is merely to illustrate that aspect of the award
is comparable to surrounding communities with respect that type
of salary increment.
The differenaa between the panel members primarily dealt
with the first issue which was the average increase in police
salaries in the surrounding communities versus other municipal
employees in the City of Sherill and comparable communities. Th€
parties also agreed that the primary question before the panel
was not one of ability to payor even potent-ial changes in tax
rates because the financial difference between the parties final
positions in interest arbitration was small enough as to have no
impact on the municipal budget of the City of Sherill. Instead
the discussion focused on the pattern of higher increases for
police officers than.~he other municipal employees in the City of
Sherill and in the surrounding communities. The City argued that
the practice of increasing the salaries of police officers at a
higher rate than other .municipal employees needed to end. The
panel discussed this issue at length but concluded that the
2
..
statute is clear in that police salaries should be comparable to
other police salary increases. The labor market for police
officers is different than for other municipal employees and this
is why the statute makes it clear to the panel that it should be
comparing salaries with police officers in similar communities.
Q
Issues #1 General Increment
The parties differed by about 1.St per year (City 2.5%
versus PBA 4%) as to what the general increment would be for 1995
and 1999.
Decision,
There was general agreement as to the surrounding universe
but disagreement as to whetber police office~ salaries should be
compared only to other police officers or other city employees.
Eventually the divided panel decided on.4% per year using
relevant police salary comparisons. This settlement was judged
to keep the salaries of Sherill police ~rricers in the same
relative position to other police salaries in their surrounding
co~unities. See exhibit #1. The panel recognized that by
comparing to other police salary increases that this would
increase their salary differential between police and other
municipal employees as well as outstripping the cost of living
over that same p~riod.
Award
The general increment will be 4% for 1998 and 4% for 1999
with full retroactivity for both years.
Issue #2 Sergeant Differential
Arguments were made by both sides as to whether the
sergeant's differential should remain constant based on the small
size of the department or increase based on a comparison to.other
sergeant's differentials. See exhibit #7.
Decision
A detailed look at surrounding communities showed that an
increase was warranted in the sergeantts differential: by $500 per
year retroactive to 1998.
Issue #3 Shift Differentials
Arguments were made by both sides as to whether the existing
shift differentials were comparable to police in surrounding
communities. See exhibit #5.
3
Decision
The comparisons ~onvinced a divided panel that shift
differentials should be increased to remain competitive.
Award (.'
Shift differentials will increase by 10 cents per hour for
each year of the contract with full retroactivity
Issue #4 Longevity
Arguments were made by both sides that longevity increments
were comparable or not comparable to other surrounding
communities.
Decision
A divided panel ~on~luded that l~gevity stipends needed to
be increased by $150.00 for each year of the contract witn full
retroactivity in ord~r to make them competitive with surrounding
communities. See exhibit #2.
Issue #5 Holidays
The PBA asked for an additional paid holiday and the City
asked the number be kept constant.
Decision
A look at surrounding communiti~ rev~al-ed the number of
paid holidays to be ~on5istent with surrounding communities. See
exhibit #3.
Award
There shall be no change in the current contract provisions.
Issues 6-8 Contract Language Changes
These issues deal with contra{:tlangu~ -over jury 1J:uty
(#6), sick leave (*1) (change to more than 3 days), and overtime
(#8) (definition of the different shifts starting and ending
times. ~
Decision
Although these issues were never withdrawn. the parties aL€
actually in agreement as to the new contract provisions on each
of these subjects.
4
'It
Award
The contrac:t language -changes sha1.1. "be as agreed by the
parties on these three, issues.
//U~ ~.~
NANCY M. TACKLEY
Notary Public. State of New York
Qualified in Madison County
No. 4786460 / J .) II JIMvCommisaion Expires -,';I /-~(...)/) u
1hi{U---.
MICHAEL O. HOLMES
Notary Public in the State of New York
Appointed in Oneida County
Reg.No.01H04980296
.~O\
My Commission Expires Apr. 15
~l~
JA~ET A. FIACCO
No!~ry p..IJ~:::, ,::::'~!e of NewYor1c
1':'-'. c,: ::::~,~!5:286
auatir~~d in !~:rt~:~.,:!ladr C~un!y
C':'::-::':1izs:onE::p!re:; FGb.j. ~d
.
__.
A",~ .
/!A~ /J~
Dr. Mark Karper
]l/-
~~W.>~~
( Mr.EdwarGuzdek
--
~
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Area Units Salary Schedule
She rill Canastota Chittenango New Hartford Oneida Rome
Effective Effective
1/1/97 6/1/98 611/98 1/1/98 1/1/98 1/1/98
to 12/31/97 to 5/31/99 to 5/31/99 to 12/31/98 to 12/31/98 to 12/31/98
Start $ 26,586 $ 29.318 $ 28.052 $ 30.489 $ 27.183 26.865.17 $ 26.274
1 $ 28,467 $ 30,783 $ 29,706 $ 33,190 $ 33,415 27,803.82 $ 27,192
2 $ 29,114 $ 32,249 $ 31,360 $ 35,892 $ 34,143 28,742.48 $ 28,110
3 $ 29,764 $ 33,715 $ 33,013 $ 38,594 $ 34,909 30,648.42 $ 29,974
4 $ 30,412 $ 35,181 $ 35,080 $ 38,594 $ 35,657 32,293.62 $ 31,583
5 $ 31,060 $ 35.181 $ 35,080 $ 38,594 $ 36,358 37,469.51 $ 36.645
6 $ 31,709 $ 35,181 $ 35,080 $ 38,594 $ 36,358 38,655.61 $ 37,805
7 $ 32,357 $ 35,181 $ 35,080 $ 38,594 $ 36,358 39,836.60 $ 38,960
8 $ 33,005 $ 35,181 $ 35,080 $ 38,594 $ 36,358 39,836.60 $ 38,960
9 $ 33,654 $ 35,181 $ 35,080 $ 38,594 $ 36,358 39,836.60 $ 38,960
o $ 33,654 $ 35.181 $ 35,080 $ 38,594 $ 36,358 39,836.60 $ 38,960
11 $ 33,654 $ 35,181 $ 35,080 $ 38,594 $ 36,358 39,836.60 $ 38,960
12 $ 33,654 $ 35,181 $ 35,080 $ 38,594 $ 36,358 39,836.60 $ .38,960
13 $ 33,654 $ 35,181 $ 35,080 $ 38,594 $ 36,358 39,836.60 $ 38,960
14 $ 33,654 $ 35,181 $ 35,080 $ 38.594 $ 36,358 39,836.60 $ 38,960
15 $ 33,654 $ 35,181 $ 35,080 $ 38,594 $ 36,358 39,836.60 $ 38,960
16 $ 33.654 $ 35,181 $ 35.080 $ 38.594 $ 36,358 39,836.60 $ 38,960
17 $ 33,654 $ 35.181 $ 35,080 $ 38,594 $ 36,358 39,836.60 $ 38,960
18 $ 33,654 $ 35,181 $ 35,080 $ 38,594 $ 36.358 39.836.60 $ 38,960
19 $ 33,654 $ 35,181 $ 35.080 $ 38,594 $ 36,358 39.836.60 $ 38.960
20 $ 33,654 $ 35,181 $ 35.080 $ 38,594 $ 36.358 39,836.60 $ 38.960
Total $ 676.322 $ 724,142 $ 718,491 $ 794,263 $ 747.035 $ 780,191
Variation from
Sherrill $ (47,820) $ (42,169) $ (117,941) $ (70,713) $ (103,869)
Average $ (2,391) $ (2,108) $ (5,897) $ (3,536) $ (5,193)
Percent -7.10% -6.27% -17.52% -10.51% -15.43°k
Canastota: effective6/1/97 4%; effective 6/1/98 4%
Chittenango: effective 6/1/98 6.3%
New Hartford: 1/1/95 4%; 1/11964%; 1/1/9710%; 1/1/986%
Oneida: the chart will be increased by 3% eff 1/1/99 and 3% 1/1/2000
Rome: the Salary chart will be adjusted 1/1/99 by the CPI: Min: 2.25% AND Max: 3.75%; effective 1/1/99 384e
plus sick leave incentive.
.
'
'.,
::t.1
6'
Holidays
~Unit No. Paid
Canastota 11 yes
Chittenango 11 yes
New Hartford 12
Oneida 11
Rome 11
Sherill @)
Education Benefit
Unit AA SA MA
Canastota $ 200 $ 400 $ 600
Chittenango
New Hartford $ 1,300 $ 2,600 $ 3,200
Oneida
Rome $ 200 $ 400
Sherill $ 300 $ 500
Personal Leave
Unit Days
Canastota 5
Chittenango 3
New Hartford 5
Oneida 3
Rome 6
Sherill 3
Retirement
Canastota 384d
Chittenango 384d
New Hartford 384d
Oneida 384d
Rome 384d 384 e
Sherill 384d
.~
Ji-j
Unit A C other
Canastota $ 0.25 $ 0.15 $ 0.15
Chittenango
New Hartford $ 11.00 $ 13.00
Oneida 7% 5%
Rome $ 0.55 $ 0.45
Sheri\! $ 0.40 $ 0.30
.~
(I
Shift Differential
115
.#lo
~
Sick Leave Payment Upon Retirement
Unit
Canastota
Chittenango
New Hartford
Oneida
Rome
Sheri\!
Max accumulate 100 days & may be paid for 33 @ $15.00 per days
Max accumulate 180 days and paid at current rate of pay
Max accumulate 200 days and paid current rate of pay
Has retirement incentive clause range: $1000 to $4,000.
Has retirement incentive clause range: $1,000 to $6,000.
Officer Differential
Salary Top Sgt Diff
Sherill $ 33,654 $ 34,654 3.0%
Canastota
Chittenango $ 35,080 $ 36,521 4.1%
New Hartford $ 38,594 $ 45,801 18.7%
Oneida $ 39,321 $ 41,838 6.4%
Rome $ 39,837 $ 43,514 9.2%
.
'
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Welcome to HMOBlue@ Preferred
Dear Member:
Welcome to HMOBlue }?:.referred,the HMO point-of-service plan of BlueCross BlueShield of
Utica- Watertown. We are pleased that you have selected us for your healthcare coverage and
we will do all that we can to ensure your complete satisfaction with our products and services.
This member handbook has been developed to make our procedures easier to understand, so that
you can enjoy the maximum level of benefits. Please read this handbook, and if you still have
questions or concerns, cal1 us at (315)798-4384 or toll-free (800)722-7884 if you are outside the
local callilJg area.
Sincerely,
1f(~--J. ~
Mark S. Larkin
Vice President, Operations
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.QUALITY COMMITMENTS TO MANAGED CARE MEMBERS
High quality care is the priority of Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans, our participating
physicians and other providers. Improving patient health is a fundamentally interactive process
between the qualified physicians participating with Blue managed care plans and knowledgeable
patients, informed through patient education and open communication between patients and
physicians. As a result, Blue Cross Blue Shield Plans nlake the following commitments:
Promoting Patient Choice
. Treatment options are openly discussed between Blue managed care plan physicians and patients.
Treatment decisions are based on the best available scientific information, clinical evidence, and the
unique needs of the patient.
Blue managed care plans offer choices of customized health plans that address our members'
medical, financial, and geographic needs.
.
Recognition of Physician Leadership
. Blue managed care plans support the patient-physician relationship by championing consumer
protections, fostering open communications, and promoting state-of-the-art quality oversight.
Qualified and experienced participating physicians assume the leadership role. in providing
appropriate health care.
Physician advocacy for patients is respected by Blue managed care plans.
Blue managed care plans view medical ethics as the cornerstone of the successful physician-patient
relationship.
Quality improvement activities and medical policy are developed, monitored, and refined by Blue
managed care plan physician medical directors, in cooperation with participating .physicians, and
according to sound medical judgment.
.
.
.
.
Respect for Patients
. Patient satisfaction is a priority. Blue managed care plans foster satisfaction by meeting our members'
needs for quality, accessibility, affordability, flexibility, responsiveness, participation, and advocacy
in health care.
Patients have the right to information about their health care and health ~lan. Open discussion of all
information that is relevant to the patient's health is a critical component to the Blue managed care
plan physician-patient relationship.
Proactive member education and disclosure of health plan practices allow patients to make educated
decisions about their health care options. Blue managed care plans inform our members about how to
use their benefits and take the guesswork out of obtaining health care.
Blue managed care plans are committed to satisfying our members' most important expectation:
quality health care.
Health care is personal and confidential. Patient information is handled by Blue managed care plans
in the strictest confidence.
Blue managed care plans provide all patients and physicians an accessible, fair, and reasonable forum
for lodging and resolving complaints, grievances and .appeals.
Blue managed care plans offer access to a full range of appropriate health care services from
preventive care and primary care services to highly specialized treatment and follow-up care.
.
.
.
.
.
.
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AN INTRODUCTION TO HMOBlue Preferred
We are pleased that you have chosen HMOBlue Preferred. As an HMOBlue Prefen-ed member you IUH'eour
commitment to providing you with quality health care coverage and outstanding member service.
HMOBlue Prefen-ed provides Coverage through a Health Maintenance Organization (HMO). Under the HMO
concept, your Primary Care Physician (PCP) is responsible for coordinating and overseeing all aspects of your
medical care. Your HMOBlue Preferred coverage provides for routine and preventative medical care and covers
treatment of illness or injury by~the most qualified network of providers in our service area.
HMOBlue Preferred is a Point of Service (POS) health coverage plan. It combines the benefits of an HMO with the
flexibility and freedom of a typical insurance plan. This allows you to choose among the plan's>ptions EACH time
you require medical treatment. You make the choice to seek treatment through your PCP oto bypass your PCP and
go directly to a specialist or to a non-participating provider. By using your PCP and a participating provider you
will receive the in-network level of benefits. Bypassing your PCP will result in coverage at the out-of-network
benefit level.
To receive in-network benefits, all care must be provided or arranged by a Primary Care Physician (PCP). In-
network benefits require you to pay a small copayment for the medical service.
To receive out-of-network benefits, you simply seek treatment from the provider of your choice. Out-oC-network
benefits require you to meet a deductible and coinsurance amount.
The Plan encourages preventive medical care because early detection of illness and' early treatment is so important.
This helps our members maintain good health and helps us manage healthcare costs.
MEMBER SERVICES
Our Member Services Department is a team of highly trained representatives who are available to answer your
questions on issues such as benefits, claims or enrollment changes. In addition, we value the input and suggestions
of our members and encourage you to tell us how we can improve to better meet your needs. Contact Member
Services Monday through Friday from 8:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m.
If you wish to talk face-to-face with a Member Services representative, visit one of the officeocations listed below.
There is free parking, and the offices are accessible to the physically challenged. Regular business hours are
Monday through Friday from 8:30 a.m. until 4:30 p.m.
Main Office: Utica Business Park
12 Rhoads Drive
Utica, New York 13502
(315) 798-4200
Oneonta Office:
Watertown Office:
50 Dietz Street, Suite L
Oneonta, New York 13820
(607) 433-2113
1116 Arsenal Street
Watertown, New York 13601
(315) 782-2800
YOUR MEMBER IDENTIFICATION (ID) CARD
When you are enrolled and have selected a PCP, you will receive an ID card. Your ID card contains your name,
identification number, effective date, and other important policy information. You need to show your ID card
whenever you receive medical services covered by HMOBlue such as: Physician's office visits; Hospitalization;
Emergency Room treatment; Laboratory; and X-ray services.' If you are covered by a prescription drug plan, this
card must be shown when having a prescription filled at a phannacy. If you lose it, or it is stolen, call Member
Services at (315 )798-4384 or (800)722-7884 if you are outside the local calling area.
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.examinations, any care required as a result of an acute gynecological condition, and any c(Jre related to a
pregnancy.
Your HMOBlue Preferred benefits include coverage for an annual routine eye exam. A rdelTal is NOT
required to see a Panicipating optometrist or ophthalmologist for an annual routine eye exam. However, all
non-routine care does require a PCP's referral.
Referrals to Non-Participating Providers{:
~
At times, it may be medically necessary to see a provider that does not have a contract with HMOBlue.
service requires authorization from our Medical Director before you obtain these services.
This type of
Claim Forms for Non-Participating Providers
When you see a Non-Network provider, you may be asked to pay for services when you receive them, or you may
receive an itemized bill. Please submit these bills or receipts to :
HMOBlue Claims Department
Utica Business Park
12 Rhoads Drive
Utica, New York 13502-6398
Be cenain that your itemized bill or receipt includes your name, signature, member'ID number, a description of the
service, date of service, diagnosis, amount charged, and the provider's name and address.
How To Obtain Care
In an UEmergency" situation, please refer to U\\'hat to do in an Emergency" in this handbook.
Call your PCP, describe your condition and if it is urgent, say so. Your PCP will advise you of what to do and will
make appropriate an-angements. Your PCP must provide, arrange, or approve all health services before they are
obtained. Your PCP must an-ange for all refeITals to Panicipating Providers for consultation and treatment. If you
obtain health services without your PCP's approval, they will be paid at the Out-of-Network benefit level.
Routine and Preventative Medical Care Appointments:
To make routine appointments such as well-child checkups, follow-up appointments, physicals and
immunizations, call your PCP. Anive fifteen (I 5)minutes before the scheduled appointment, and always call
the physician's office as far in advance as possible if you will be late or need to cancel your appointment.
For medical care and advice before and after nOl111albusiness hours, call yeur PCP's office and leave a
message explaining your problem. Your PCP, or the physician on call, will return your call promptly.
Hospital Care
HMOBlue provides hospitalization coverage for its members. Shfould you ever need to go into the hospital,
call your PCP and your PCP will obtain authorization iTom the HMOBlue Medical Department prior to
admission.
Your PCP (physician) or staff will make all arrangements prior to your admission, such as: scheduling a
hospital room; lab work and x-rays; coordinating any special procedure such as surgery; assist in aITanging
the details for your discharge including necessary home care, providing that it has been authorized by the
HMOBlue Preferred Medical Department; recommend and an-ange for another opinion if needed.
Continuity of Care
If your provider should leave our network, and you require an ongoing course of treatment, you may continue to
see that provider for up to ninety (90) days ITom the date you receive notice that the provider is no longer
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It is important for you to follow these requirements. If not, you will be financially responsible for these
services.
Examples of a Life- Threatening Emergency:
. Acute onset of chest pains
. Stroke
. Heart attack
. Convulsions (:~
. Uncontrollable bleeding
. Unconsciousness
An emergency is the sudden onset ola medical or behavioral condition with .\ymptoms ofsufficiel71 severity
(including severe pain) that, in the absence of immediate medical al1ention, a prudent lay person possessing an
average knowledge q[ medicine and health could reasonably expect to result in: placing the health of the afflicted
person in seriousjeopardy, or in the case q[ a behavioral condition, placing the health q[such person or others in
serious jeopardy; serious impairment to such person's bodilyfunctions; serious dy.~functi()nof any bodily organs or
part q[such'person,' serious di4igurement of such person
Examples of What Are Generally NOT Considered Emergencies:
. Mild sprains, strains . Mild ear aches
. Minor burns . Minor rashes
. Vomiting once or twice . Minor bumps. bruises
. Cramps . Low grade fever
. Mild abdominal pain . Minor cuts
. Pinkeye . Fatigue
. Swollen glands . Mild colds, sore throats, coughs
. Mild diarrhea . Poison Ivy
If you have one of these symptoms alone, it is generally not considered an emergency. However, if severe
symptoms persist for more than several hours, this could be considered an emergency and you should seek
immediate medical care.
PRE-AUTHORIZA TIONS
Sometimes it may be necessary for your PCP or Specialist to obtain a pre-authorization iTom our Medical
Management Depanment before referring you or ordering services. If you seek care through your PCP, pre-
authorization procedures will be taken care of by your PCP. If you seek care without your PCP's approval, pre-
authorization procedures will be YOUR responsibility. If you fail to follow the pre~uthorization procedures. you
will be financially responsible for a greater portion of the costs.
The following represent services that require Pre-authorization iTom HMOBlue. However, your contract may not
cover all of these services. If your contract does not cover that service. you will be financially responsible for the
entire cost of the service. Your PCP or Specialist, prior to recommendihgor ordering any of the following services.
must call the Medical Management Department at (800) 926-2357. Please Note: An authorization for any of
th~'e services floes not guclrllntee the j'ervices will be coverefL Benefits are subject to the terntj. of your health
in.furclnce contrilCt.
. Air Ambulance
Alcohol and Substance Abuse Treatment
All Inpatient Admissions
All Referrals to Non-Participating
Providers
Ambulatory Surgery
Artificial Insemination
Chemotherapy & Radiation Treatment
Colonoscopy &. Endoscopy Procedures
. Detoxification
Diabetic Equipment
Durable Medical Equipment
Family Planning
Home Health Care
Home Infusion Therapy
Hospice
Inpatient Physical Rehabilitation
Kidney Dialysis
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
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. You have the right to privacy concerning your medical care. All communicatiornnd records pel1aining to your
care shall be treated as confidential.
You have the right to obtain complete. CUITentinfonnation concerning a diagnosis. treatment, Jnd prognosis
from a physician or other provider in tenns that you can reasonably be expected to understand. When it is not
advisable to give such infonnation to the enrollee (i.e., child), the infonnation will be made a\'ailable to an
appropriate person on the enroll ee' s behal f.
You have the right to rec~ive, from a physician or other provider, infonnation necessary to give infonned
consent prior to the start of any procedure or treatment. You have the right to refuse treatment to the extent
pennitted by law, and to be infonned of the medical consequences of that decision.
You have the right to expect your Primary Care Physician (PCP) to supervise the continuity of your care.
You have the right to receive an explanation of your medical care bill.
You have the right to express your concerns, make a complaint, or enter a grievance about HMOBlue or any
care provided. No retaliation or discriminatory action will be taken against you.
For medically related complaints, you have the right to contact the New York State Department of Health at
(800)206-8125, and for any billing complaints, you may contact the New York State Department of Insurance
at (800) 342-3736.
You have the right, by New York State law, to sign a heahhcare proxy, in which you designate an agent to
make treatment decisions on your behalf in the event that you are unable to qo.so.
The Plan will provide translators/interpreters and/or any necessary equipment needed for non-English speaking
enrollees. Simply contact Member Service at (315)798-4384 to aITange for assistance.
You have the right to be treated with respect and recognition of your dignity and right to privacy.
You have the right to participate with practitioners in decision-making regarding your health care.
You have the right to a candid decision of appropriate or medically necessary treatment options for your
condition, regardless of cost or benefit coverage.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Member Responsibilities
. Seek medical help before a problem becomes serious. This is one route to good health.
Remember to work with your PCP for all your medical needs; he or she will provide referrals to HMOBlue
participating specialists or for other healthcare services you may need. Provide HMOBlue and its practitioners
with infonnation needed in order to care for you. It is important for you to follow these requirements,
otherwise you will have additional financial obligations.
Whenever possible, use HMOBlue participating providers, hospitals. laboratories, or other diagnostic facilities,
unless you are in an emergency situation. ..
Make sure out-of-network refeITals by your PCP are approved in advance, in writing by the HMOBlue Medical
Director.
.
.
.
. Give providers any infonnation they will need in order to care for ~ou.
Report unexpected changes in your medical condition to your medical provider(s).
Follow instructions and guidelines for care that you have agreed on with your practitioner. Accept the results
of your decision if you refuse treatment or do not follow the medical provider's treatment plan and/or
instructions.
Contact your PCP before going to the emergency room unless you are in a life-threatening situation.
Notify your PCP of any emergency care, or any medical care received out of the service area, within forty-
eight (48) hours of your visit, or as soon as reasonably possible.
Avoid using the emergency room for non-emergency services. This is a costly and inefficient way to receive
routine care that should be provided by your PCP and may also result in additional costs to you.
Keep appointments. If you are unable to do so, noti fy your PCP's office of your cancellation.
.
.
.
.
.
.
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You may also write or visit:
HMOBlue Member Service
Utica Business Park
12 Rhoads Drive
Utica, New York 13502
Complaints (,
~
As a member you have the right to file a complaint with our Member Service Department. A I\lember Servi.ce
Representative will investigate your complaint. If you are unable to resolve a problem infonnally, you may file a
Fonnal Grievance with the Director of Member Service.
Formal Grievance Procedure
Grievances should be submitted in writing and include the matter causing the grievance. The Plan will
acknowledge receipt of the grievance in writing within fifteen (15) days after we receive the grievance. When a
delay would significantly increase the risk to your health, the Plan will notify you by phone within forty-eight (48)
hours after receipt of all necessary infonnation with written notice to follow within three (3) business days. The
notice will include the name, address, and phone nwnber of the person handling your grievance, and if necessary,
infonn you of any additional infonnation needed before a decision can be made..
.
Grievances shall be reviewed by one or more qualified clinical personnel. Grievances pertaining to clinical matters
shall be reviewed by one or more licensed, certified or registered health care professional(s) in addition to
whichever non-clinical personnel HMOBlue designates. Anyone who participated in the original decision, which is
the basis for the Fonnal Grievance, will be excluded from participation at this level.
If you are unable to submit a written grievance, call Member Service and a representative will record the
infonnation and file a Fonnal Grievance on your behalf. As a member, you or someone acting on your behalf has
the right to appear in person at this stage of the process.
You will be notified of the outcome within thirty (30) days of receipt of all necessary infonnation in the case of
requests for referrals or detenninations concerning benefits covered by the member contract. You will be notified
of the outcome within forty-five (45) days after the receipt of all necessary infonnation involving all other
instances. This notice will include the detailed reasons and clinical basis for the decision. You will also be given
infonnation on how to file an appeal of this decision.
Formal Appeals to Grievance and Appeals Committee
You or your designee have sixty (60) business days after receipt of the notice of the Crievance detennination to file
a written appeal to the Grievance and Appeals Committee. Appeals may also be submitted by phone. Within
fifteen (15) business days of receipt of the appeal, HMOBlue will provide written acknowledgment, including the
name, address and telephone number of the individual designated to respond to the appeal. HMOBlue will indicate
what additional infonnation, if any, must be provided for HMOBlu~ to render a decision. Appeals of clinical
matters will be decided by personnel qualified to reviewthe appeal, including licensed, certified or registered health
care professionals who did not make the initial detennination, at least one of whom will be a clinical peer reviewer.
Appeals of non-clinical matters, such as referrals or covered benefits, shall be made by qualified personnel at a
higher level than the personnel who made the original grievance detennination.
Appeals will be decided and notification provided to you no more than: two (2) business days after the receipt of
all necessary infonnation when a delay would significantly increase the risk to your health; or thirty (30) business
days after the receipt of all necessary information in all other instances.
The notice of the Grievance and Appeals Committee's detennination shall include the detailed reasons for the
determination and, if applicable, the clinical rationale for the detennination. You will also be given infonnation
about your right to file a complaintwith the Department of Insurance or Departmentof Health.
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TELEPHONE DIRECTORY
HMOBlue
Fraud Hot line. .. . . .. . ... ... .. . .. . ... ... .. . ... .. ... . .. . .. . .. .. . . ... . . . .. . .. . ... . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. ... . . . ... . .. . .. . .. . .. .1 ~.800- 9 25 - 9154
Health Education {3.1 5) 79 8 -4202
HMO-US.I\ ... .1-:800-4-HMO-USA
Member Service - local numbe~ (3.15 )798-4384
Member Service - toll-free 1~.800-722- 7884
Member Service -FAX .. ... .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. ... .. ... .(315) 792 -9752
Main Offi ce Swi tch board. .. . .. . .. . ... .. ... ... .. ... ... . .. . .. ... . .. . .. . .. ... . .. . .. .. .... . . .. . .. ... ... .. . ... .. .(3 J 5)798-4200
Utilization Review Agent
.1~.800-926-2357
New York State Regulatory' Agencies
New York State Dept. of Health, Office of Managed Care (315)426-7746
New York State Dept. of Health, 24-hour Complaint Line .1-800-206-8125
New York .State Dept. of Insurance, Bureau ofConswner Services 1-800-342-3736
NYS Dept. of Health
Office of Managed Care
217 South Salina Street
Syracuse, NY 13202
NYS Dept. of Insurance
Bureau of Consumer Services
Empire State Plaza
Agency Building One
Albany, NY 12257
INFORMATION AVAILABLE TO MEMBERS UPON REQUEST
The following infonnation is available upon request. Please write or call our Member Service Department to obtain a
copy.
. Names, business addresses and official positions of board members, officers, controlling persons, owners or partners
of the plan
. The most recent annual certified financial statement of the plan. including balance sheet and summary of receipts
and disbursements
. Copy of the most recent individual direct pay subscriber contracts
Informarion relating to consumer complaints compiled pursuant to Secrion 210 of the insurance law
Procedures for protecting the confidentiality of medical records and other enrolleeinft>nllation
Drug formularies used by the plan and the inclusion/exclusion of individual drugs
Written descriprion of organizational ammgements and ongoing procedures of the plan's quality assurance program
Description of procedures followed in making decisions about experimcrntalfmvestigational nature of drugs, medical
devices or treatments in clinical trials
Indi\~dual health practitioner affiliations with participating hospitals
Written clillical review criterialinformation relating to a particular condition or disease, which we might consider in
our Utilization Review process
\\'rinen application procedures and minimum qualification requirements for health care providers considered by us
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
This is a source of general information. Members should refer to the Benefit Certificate, Plan Booklet, or
Contract for more specific information. The Benefit Certificate, Plan Booklet, or Contract will prevail over
this booklet in the event of any conflicting language.
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DENTAL
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Current Dental Benefits as provided to the current City Employees per
the City of Sherrill's most recent Employee handbook.
Ji~
City Clerk
p-
II
~
~
~
~
~
(2-617,1'
Date
SUPPL~MENTAL DENTAL INSURANC~
DENTAL EXPENSE BENEFITS
(UNDER AGE 65)
WHAT IS COVERED
If, while insured for Dental Expense Benefits, a person
incurs Covered Dental C~arges during a calendar year in excess of
the Deductible ~~ount, benefits will be payable wi~h respec~ to
the excess charges, up to the Maximum Dental Benefit.
A charge is incurred when ~he service is perfo~ed, except
that it is deemed to be incurred:
a. the date the impression is taken
- in ~he case of den-
tures, or fixed bridgework.
b. the date preparation of the tooth is begun
- in the case
of crown work.
c. the date the pulp chamber i~ opened and explored to the
apex
- in the case of root canal therapy.{
DEDUCTIBLE AMOUNT
The deduc~ible amount with ~o cov~red dental charges which
an insured person incurs during a calendar year will be fifty
dollars (S50.00).
COVER~D DENTAL CHARGES
,
routine oral examinations, including diagnosis, x-ray and
prophylaxis (cleaning, scaling and pOlishing), but not more
than two examinations for the same insured person in any
calendar year, topical application of fluoride, extractions,
fillings, inlays, onlays, crowns, endodontic treat~ent,
including root ~anal therapy, and periodontal treatment,
oral surgery, general anesthesia.
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initial installation of, or addition to, dentures or fixed
bridgework, if such installation or addition is required due
to the extraction, on or after the effective of the insured
person's Dental Expense Benefits, of one or more natural
teeth, injured or diseased, and such denture or bridgework
inciudes the replacement of the extracted tooth and is
completed within twelve months of the date of the extraction.
replacement or alteration of dentures or fixed bridgework,
if the change is required due to one of the following
events, and if such event occurred on or after the effective
date of the insured person's Dental Expense Denefits, and if
the replacement or alteration is completed within 12 months
after such event:
a. an accidental injury requiring oral surgery.
b. oral surgical treatment involving the repo~itionin9 of
muscle attachments, or removal of a tumor, cyst, torus,
or redundant tis6ue.
replacement of a full denture, if required as the result of
structural change within the mouth and if made more than 5
years after the installation of the denture, but not a
replacement made less than 2 years after the effective date
of the insured person's Dental Expense Benefits.
repair of dentures or bridgework.
emergency palliative treatment.
covered Dental Charges will include charges incurred for the
treatment of temporomandibular joint syndrome (TMJt or any
diagnosis or adjunctive services in connection with the
syndrome. (Also see "flOW HUCfI"t
IIOTE: If Covered Dental Charges for any course or treatment are.
expected to be more than $250.00, you must submit a treatment
plan to the City. This plan is a dentist's or physician's written
report giving the results of his or her examination of the
insured person and the suggested treatment. The plan and pre-
operative x-rays used in the dentist's or physician's examination
and an estimate of charges to be made must be filed with the City
before the start of the course of treatment.
The City will inform the in6ured employee and the dentist or
physician of the clPB&ovcL! covered charges. Al ternative procedures,
services or courses of treatmcnt will be considered in determining
the charges to be covered. If the treatment plan and an estimate
of chargcs are not filed 1n advancc, the City reserves the right
to make a determination of ben~fits to be paid. To the extent
that Covered Dental Charges cannot be reasonably verified by the
City, the benefits may be for a lesser amount than would othcrwise
have been paid.
The City may require any of the following to aid in the
determination of benefits:
1. a complete dental chart of the mouth with the dates of
any work done.
2. x-rays, cast and study models, laboratory and hospital
record s .
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
..
:
..
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J. other evidence of the condition of treatment of the teeth
or mouth.
11m., HUCII
Payment for Covered Dental Charges in excess of the Deduct-
ible will be made at the following rates,
a. For excess Covered Dental Charges except as specified in
b, (below).....
b. For inlays, ~~i;;~:.~;~~~:.~~i~.;iiii~~~:.~;~~~;;~.~~=O'
fixed bridgework other than repair of dentures or bridgew~rk
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .501
The Maximum Dental Benefit for anyone person for such
excess Covere~ Dental Charges incurred during a calend
will ?e $1,000.00. Subject to the calendar year Maxim~~ ~:~~al
~~ncf~th theimaximum benefit payable for an insured person during
1~9 or er 1 fetime for all Covered Dental Charges incurred for
the t~eatment of temporomandibular "joint sYlidrome or any dia nosis
or adJunctive service in connection with the syndrome is $1,:00.00.
Altern~tive Procedures: If there is more than one way of treatin
a p~rtlcular dental condition, Covered Dental Charges will be q
limlted to the charge for the least expensive service or su I
that would produce an adequate result in accordance with ac~:p~ed
standards of dental practice.
NOT COVERED (Also see Provisio
n f C A dl Ition of Benefits) or 0- r nat on and non-Ouplica-
Covcred Oeiltal Charges shall not include expenses for services
supplies and treatment:
'1. received from a dental or medical department
maintaincdby. another employer, a mutual benefit
association, laborun~on, trustee or similar type of group.
2. unless they were prescribed as necessary by ~ dentist or
physician, in.connection with dental disease, defect or
accidental inJury to teeth.
3. for loss or theft of dentures or bridgework
4. for installation,
replacement or alteration.of
oradditions to, dentures or fixed bridgework except'as
provid-ed in "CoveredDental Chargcs".
.
5. for dentistry for cosmetic purposes,
including the
alteration or extraction and replacement of sound teeth to
change appearance.
6. for orthodontic appliances and treatment.
7. for athletic mouthguards.
O. for oral hygiene, dietar y Or pI t 1aque can ro programs, orother educational programs.
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EXTENDED DENEFITS
If a person's Dental Expensc nenefits terminate (for reason
other than the termination of the group policy or its Amendment
to terminate the Dental Expense Benefitst before the completion
of the dental work which began before such termination, then,
benefits will be payable with respect to Covered Dental Charges
incurred for such unfinished dental work as though they had been
incurred while insured.
lIowever, no benefits will be paid for services, supplies or
treatment incurred by a person more than three months after the
termination of the Dental Expense Benefits or after the date that
person becomes insured and eligible for dental benefits under
another Group Plan, whichever is earlier.
.
CO-ORDINATION AND NON-DUPLICATION OF BENEFITS
The benefit. provisions of the -Supplemental Dental Insurance-
plan have been designed to help meet the cost of dental expenses.
Since it is not intended that greater benefits be received than
the actual dental expenses incurred, the amount of benefits be
received than the actual dental expenoes incurred, the amount of
benefits payable under this plan may be affected by any benefits
payable under any other 'plans'; that is, the benefits under this
plan will be co~ordinated with the benefits of other 'plans'.
Specifically, in a calendar year, this plan will pay either its
regular benefits in full, or it will pay a reduced amount which,
when added to the benefits payable by the other plan or plans,
will equal 100% of -Allowable Expenses" incurred by the person
for whom a request for benefit payment is being made. When a
plan provides benefits in the form of services rather than cash
payments, the reasonable cash value of the services will be
considered both an -Allowable Expense- and a benefit paid.
-Allowable Expenses- means any necessary, reasonable and customa-
ry expense, incurred during a calendar year and while eligible
for benefits under this plan, part or all of which is covered
under any of the .plans. covering the person for whom a request
for benefit payment Is made. Allowable Expenses do not include
any expenses enumerated in .NOT COVERED..
When the total Jrmount of benefits is reduced, such benefit
that would otherwise be payable will be reduced proportionately,
and only that reduced amount. will be charged against any applic-
able benefit limit of the plan.
To administer this provision properly, and to determine
whether the regular benefit payment under this plan will be
reduced, it is necessary to determine the order in which the
various plans will pay benefits. The order in which the plans
will be considered to pay benefits is determined as follows:
1. A plan with no provision for co=ordination of other
benefits will be considered to pay its benefits before a
plan which contains such a provision.
2. A plan which covers a person other than as a dependent
will be considered to pay its benefits before a plan which
covers the individual as a dependent.
..
.
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II 3. A plan which covers a person as a dependent of a male
employee will be considered to pay its benefito before a
plan which covers the individual as a dependent of a female
employee, and
4. Where 1, 2, and 3 above do not establish the order of
payment, the plan under which the person has been covered
for the longer period of time will be considered to pay its
benefits befor~ the other.
After this determination has been made, the regular
benefits under each plan will be added up In the order in
which the plans are considered to pay their benefits and the
total will be compared with the total Allowable Expenses.
If, on the ba$is of this comparison and this plan's position
in the o~der or payments, regular benefit payments by this
plan would result in benefits being paid which exceed
Allowable Expenses, the regular benefits under this plan
will be reduced to eliminate the excess.
In implementing this provision, the City, without the
consent of any pers~n, will have the following rights:
1. To release or obtain any information deemed to be
necessary for such purpose.
2. To make any payments necessary to satisfy the intent
ot this provision it payments have been made under any
other plan which should have been made under this plan.
3. To recover payments in excess of the maximum amount
of payment necessary at that time to satisfy the intent
of this provision.
-
..
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VISION
Davis Vision PIYS: You PlY:
$10.00 Balance
$20.00 Balance
$20.00 Balance
S50.00 Balance
SI00:00 Balance
SI00.00 Balance
SI20.00 Balance
Davis Vision P8VS: Yau P8V:
Paid-in-Full so. 00
Paid-in-Full Less Co-Pay $25.00
$20.00 Balance
Paid-in-FulI Less Co-Pay $25.00
Paid-in-Full Less Co-Pay $25.00
Paid-in-Full Less Co-Pay" S25.00
Paid-in-Full Less Co-Pay $25.00
Paid-in-Full Less Co-Pay $25.00{-
SI20.00 Balance
..
..,
'\, ...
MADISON-ONEIDA-HERKIMER HEALTH CARE CONSORTIUM
VISION PLAN BENEnT SUMMARY -DAVIS VISION
The Madison-Oneida-Herkimer Health Care Conso~ is proud to introduce Davis Vision as the new
carrier for the vision benefits plan. We are confident that you will find this plan to be equal to the previous
vision plan proviqed by the Coosonium. Please refer below for a summary of the benefits provided by
Davis VisiODby their "panel" ptoviders and for services received at a visiODprovider of your cl10icewho is
not in the panel:
NON-' MaL PROVIDERS
Services
LenseS (per Pair) Single Vision
Bi-Focal
Eve Examination
Frames
Tn-Focal
Lenticular, including aspheric
Contact
DAVIS VISION PANEL PROVIDERS
Services
Lenses (Per Pair) Single Vision
Eve Examination
Frames (I)c:signc' Collection)
Frames (Non-Plan Frames)
Bi-Focal (Single)
Bi-Foca1 (Double)
Tn-Focal
Lenticular, including aspheric
Contact
You are completely free to choose between either benefit plan noted above. However, please keep in mind
that if you receive an eye exam from a non-panel provider all services will be paid under that benefit plan,
regardless of where the materials are distributed. Benefits under both plans are limited to no more than one
eye exam and ODepair of lenses each calendar year. In addition, no more than one set of frames shall be
reimbursed in two consecutive calendar years.
The above is a summary of the benefits provided by the Davis Vision Plan.. A complete listing of the
bmefits, definitions, and exclusicm can be found in the summary plan descripticm which will be distributed
to you directJy. .
